






The Monkey Fist is a new patented device for removing pre-sawn
concrete slabs. It’s designed to quickly remove sections of concrete, 

such as bridge decks, road beds, machine installs, and floor space 
renovations in buildings and parking areas. The Monkey Fist 

works on a sliding wedge principle, where the harder you pull 
the harder it grabs, similar to a wedge anchor but reusable. 

Simply core drill a 2” hole in or near the center of the piece 
(for balance), insert the Monkey Fist and lift the concrete 

slab. To recover the Monkey Fist, lift the release handle, 
move and reuse.

Overall Diameter............................................................................2”

Overall Height.........................................................................................8”

Material........................................................................Heat Treated Steel

Weight....................................................................................................................10 lb

PAT# 8,651,540



The Beak skid steer attachment is designed to pry out and remove 
large slabs of concrete, such as sidewalks and driveways. It’s unique 
patented fork grapple design is the only one like it in the industry 
with crowbar style forks that increase leverage when prying up 
concrete and a robust jaw that utilizes the full power of the
machine’s hydraulic force to secure loads of material. 

Overall Width.......................................................................46“
  

Overall Height.............................................................................28”

Overall Fork Width..........................................................................26”                             

Overall Fork Length...............................................................................39”

Jaw Opening Distance................................................................................38”

Weight....................................................................................................................520 lb

Check Out Beak Pin 
On Accessories For 
Logging And Brush 
Clean Up

PAT# D496945S  /  7,014,412B1



This excavator mounted Beak is designed to pry, break and move 
large slabs of concrete.  It’s unique patented fork grapple design 

is the only one like it in the industry with crowbar style forks 
that increase leverage when prying up concrete. The hydraulic 

jaw holds the material securely through the excavator’s full 
range of motion.

Fork Width.....................................................................................26”

Fork Length........................................................................................39”

Overall Height..........................................................................................28”

Jaw Opening Distance.............................................................................38” 

Weight....................................................................................................................520 lb

Custom Interface Built For Your Machine



Overall Width............................................................................18“
  

Fork Length....................................................................................25.5”

Jaw Opening Distance.................................................................25.5”

Weight...........................................................................................................220 lb

The same great design as The Beak in a smaller size.The Mini Beak 
lets you remove concrete or handle materials in tighter spaces with 
ease. Again, the patented fork grapple design is the only one like 
it in the industry with crowbar style forks that increase leverage 
when prying up concrete and the robust jaw that secures the 
load of material.

Custom Interface Built For Your Machine

Beak Pin On Accessories 
Available In Mini Sizes



The Mega Beak is the largest of The Beak family, custom built to fit 
excavators that are 16-60 metric tons. This attachment is great for 

demolition, allowing the operator to take down a structure and 
pull up the footings without having to change attachments. The 

unique fork grapple design features crowbar style forks that are 
great for demolition and large scale concrete tear outs. It’s 

massive jaw utilizes the full power of the machine’s
hydraulic force, securing large loads of material.

Overall Width................................................................................39”

Fork Width.............................................................................................38”

Fork Length...................................................................................................48”

Weight............................................................................................................2,280 lb

Custom Interface Built For Your Machine



The Mini Exca-Beak is the perfect addition to your mini excavator’s 
capabilities. This smaller version of the Exca-Beak is great for
precision material handling and concrete tear out in tight places. 
It’s unique patented fork grapple design features crowbar style 
forks that increase leverage when prying out concrete. The 
hydraulic jaw holds the material securely through the
excavator’s full range of motion. 

Fork Width......................................................................................26”                             

Fork Length............................................................................................39”

Jaw Opening Distance......................................................................25.5”

Weight................................................................................................................220 lb

Custom Interface Built For Your Machine



The Trench Beak is a single fork grapple attachment for small compact 
excavators. It is specifically designed to remove the narrow concrete 

slab in trench work during building renovations. It is versatile for 
interior demolition, various material handling chores, landscape 

construction and much more.

Fork Width.........................................................................................7”

Fork Length........................................................................................15.5”

Jaw Opening Distance.........................................................................17”

Weight..................................................................................................................95 lb

Custom Interface Built For Your Machine

Great For
Semi-Autonomous
Machines



The “GB1044” grapple bucket is a 44” wide heavy duty grapple bucket 
used primarily by interior demolition contractors. It specifically fits the 
Bobcat MT narrow interface and it’s robust design fetures a 3/4” X 6” 
cutting edge, 3/16” shell, and 3/8” thick side plates. The dual in-
dependent grapple tines are constructed of 1/2” plates with 3/8” 
plate stiffeners. All pivot points feature greasable bushings. 

Overall Width.....................................................................46“
  

Overall Height.................................................................................28”

Overall Fork Width.............................................................................26”                             

Overall Fork Length..................................................................................39”

Jaw Opening Distance....................................................................................38”

Weight........................................................................................................................520 lb

Specifically Built For The Demolition Industry!



The Dead Sled skid steer attachment is a must have recovery unit. 
It allows the user to move or relocate inoperable pieces of

equipment around the yard with ease. Place the unit under the 
“dead” equipment and hydraulically lift it clear off the ground. 

This unit includes a separate Hitch plate attachment and 
pintle style receiver insert. The Hitch can be used

independent of the “sled” for moving trailers and
equipment with ease.

Deck Width...............................................................................31.25”

Deck Height Raised...................................................................14.5”

Deck Height Lowered...........................................................................6”

Overall Length(min)...........................................................78.5” x 36.5”

Overall Length(max).......................................................................................124”

Load Capacity..............................................................................................12,000 lb

Weight...............................................................................................................................640 lb

Includes Hitch 
Attachment and 
Pintle Insert



The Rake is a rugged harrow style rake that makes quick work of site 
prep and finishing such as leveling, grading and seed preparation. 
The front dozer blade allows the user to level and spread piles 
of bulk material quickly.  The added front hook tabs allow the 
operator to conveniently carry another bucket or attachment 
from job site to job site. The wide side steps provide easy 
access to the skid steer cab.  

Model TR600 Width..................................................................6’
  

Model TR700 Width...........................................................................7’

2” X 2” heavy duty wall sq. tube construction 
10.5”X 72” and 40.5” X 84” wide work area. 

Ask about sizes and availability 



The Blue Island Scraper can handle your toughest flooring removal 
jobs. It features a revolutionary floating head allowing it to follow

the contour of the floor for maximum product removal. It can
remove VCT tile, carpeting, rubber products, epoxy, etc. with ease. 

The Blue Island Scraper can use a single scraper head for tough 
conditions or all 3 - 19” heads for a maximum width of 57” 

for flooring that is easy to remove (extra heads sold
separately). Quick change tool holders make changing 

from scrapers to chisels easy. The scraper also has a 
built in lockable tool carrier to minimize loss of parts.

Width.............................................................................................47”

Height....................................................................................................21”

Overall Length.........................................................................................34”

Weight............................................................................................................520 lb

10” Head with blade, 19” head with blade, and 
tool shank with 2” tooth included. 



The Mini Blue Island Scraper has a single floating head, same as the 
full size unit, allowing it to follow the contour of the floor for
maximum product removal.  It can remove VCT tile, carpeting,
rubber  products, epoxy, ceramic tile and more. Easily change 
from blades to chisels with our quick change tool holders. The 
Mini Blue Island Scraper also comes with a lockable storage 
compartment to secure parts and increase weight.

Width.................................................................................................37“
  

Height.......................................................................................................21”                          

Length..............................................................................................................34”

Weight............................................................................................................280 lb

Ask about quantity discounts on 
10” and 19” Blades! 

10” Head with blade, 19” head with blade, and 
tool shank with 2” tooth included. 



The Xtreme Duty Demolition Cart features a 1 cu. yard capacity, 
weighing in at 300 lb with a load capacity of 3,200 lb. Each cart is 

stackable for efficient transportation and features full length fork 
pockets. The urethane enamel finish is available in a

variety of colors.    

   

Length...............................................................................................59”

Height...............................................................................................39.75”

Width................................................................................................................29”

Weight............................................................................................................300 lb

Capacity........................................................................................................1 cu. Yard

Load Capacity.....................................................................................................3,200 lb

Designed To
Work With The 
Roto Fork RF-50



The Roto Fork RF-50 is a heavy duty rotating fork system that 
offers continuous bi-directional rotation with a 5,000 pound load 
capacity. The hydraulic worm drive slewing ring provides precision 
control and self locking positioning, as well as a slim profile. The 
Roto Fork maintains a close load center to maximize machine 
lift and it’s low profile rack has robust fork positioners and 
allows for optimal visibility. Lock the forks in multiple
positions held  in place by easy to use pin retainers. Pair 
The Roto Fork with our Xtreme Duty DemolitopmCarts 
for efficient material handling.

Overall Width........................................................................48“
  

Overall Height...............................................................................32”

Overall Fork Width...........................................................................48”                             

Overall Fork Length.................................................................................42”

Fork Load Capacity.....................@24” Load Center - 5,000 lbs

Weight.....................................................................................................................800 lb



This 11 foot attachment is designed for demolition professionals to tear 
out walls and debris in hard to reach places. The spearhead end of 

the Demo Pole has four 3/4” AR-400 flukes to easily penetrate 
through walls, resist wear and hold up to the most demanding 

environments. The main pole features a 4” square tube with
1/2” wall configured diagonally to shed material. 

 

Height...............................................................................................24.5”

Width...........................................................................................................47”

Overall Length................................................................................................11’

Pole..................4” squared 1/2” Wall High Strength Steel Tube

Weight.......................................................................................................................500 lb

Call Us Today To Find A Dealer Near you! 



The Spring Hose Keeper easily keeps 
hydraulic hoses out of harms way. The  
clamp style spring hose keeper is good for 
standard 5/8 OD hydraulic hoses. A ring 
style hose keeper is also available with a 
3″ diameter for universal hose sizes.

SPRING HOSE KEEPER

Our backer plates are the perfect  
base to starting your own attachment 
build. Universal mounting for most 
brands of skid steers.

BACKER PLATES

The Log Spoon is a great pin-on accessory 
for The Beak that allows the operator to pick 
up logs by the end that would otherwise fall 
between the forks.

LOG SPOON

The Grub Bar is a pin-on accessory for The 
Beak that allows the user to remove small 
trees, fence posts and more. Made for all 
sizes and models of Beak attachments.

GRUB BAR

ACCESSORIES



273 County Rd. 1850 E.
Carlock, Illinois 61725
309-963-4227

Follow Us

Phone: (309) 963-4227


